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Particle Collisions at the
LHC
Our group works on developing a
better Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC)
for the ATLAS collaboration in the
Large Hadron Collider in Geneva,
Switzerland. The ZDC and the LHC at
large collects data from particle
collisions that helps teach us more
about the early stages of our universe,
specifically the quark gluon pasma
that existed moments after the Big
Bang.
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● We set up a structure inside a dark
box to measure light going through
the guide
● We pulsed an LED source in the
entrance of the light guide
● We positioned a PMT at the other end
of the light guide to see how much
light went through

To find the relative efficiency at each
point, we scaled all data points down
by a factor of the largest signal. We
then compiled these data points on
to a heat map, shown below. As we
did not cover the entire area, we
mirrored the points from one side
on to the other.
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● We used stepping motors to vary the
position of the light source across the
entrance of the light guide

CONCLUSIONS
We found that the region near the
center of the light guide was the most
efficient, and the regions near the
edges were less efficient. This agrees
with our general predictions of what
we thought the results would be.
We did not expect the regions of low
efficiency near the center of the light
guide. We think that this might have
been caused by an error in
measurement.
We would like to perform similar tests
in the future on a Winston cone, a high
efficiency light cone design.

Heat map of position versus relative
efficiency
This map covers the area of the light
guide entrance, and the colors
correspond to the relative efficiency.

AIM
Within the ZDC there is a componet
called the light guide which collects
light to detect particles. We want to
find how the efficiency of the light
guide depends on where the light
enters. This will be useful to compare
the current light guide to the new one.

● We controlled the step motor using a
Raspberry Pi
● We record the signal form the PMT
using an oscilloscope
● We averaged the results from 5,000
pulses at each position
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